Vintage clothing, colorful fabrics, and trimmings help me uniquely design and handcraft
each handbag to make yours a one of a kind testa.
www.testabags.com

Hello friend! Thank you for supporting testa bags
and making my 2001 debut a great success! For those
of you new to my bags…welcome!
My obsession with anything vintage is revealed this
season! I purchased something in each and every
vintage shop I visited! Tablecloths, dishtowels,
needlepoint, and men’s neckties all contribute to the
four “collections” presented this season. In addition to these collections, I
always have lots of bags made from fresh looking fabrics and without a
doubt, vintage clothing!
testa bags are one of a kind!
I individually and personally design and make each bag. Although testa
bags are recognizable, you won’t see anyone with your bag.
If you’re interested in a bag you see here, please call or email me! If it is
already sold, I will work with you to create a similar look. Or we will discuss
your style and
I will design one especially for you!
Hope you enjoy the testa look for summer 2002.
Take care,
Nicole

YOUR PICKS

email: nicole@testabags.com

516-334-5450

testa

Envelope Bag: (10x7 in) Fun for evening or an afternoon lunch
Bucket Bag: Medium (12x9 in ) Large (15x11 in) The perfect fit all bag!
Rectangular Tote: Small (11x5x9 in) Large (14x6x12 in) A structured bag with flexible sides.
Your testa bag may have fabric straps or one of several funky wooden or bamboo
handles. Each bag has a strong snap closure. Bags may stand on gold or silver feet to
help protect the bottom of your bag. Prices start at $65.

100 Earl Street
Westbury, NY 11590

You may choose from one of the following bag styles:
(all dimensions vary slightly)

www.testabags.com

Ribbon
Collection

Streaming with unique
color combinations, these
bags remain very popular!
This time, the strips of
ribbon are sewn vertically
or horizontally.

Linens
Collection
Vintage house linens, like
tablecloths, napkins,
dishtowels, and pillowcases
bring fond memories of your
grandmother and can give
you that warm yet, cool
look today!

Ying Yang
Collection

A funky and interesting
marriage of femininity and
masculinity, uniting lace
and eyelet with hand
appliquéd vintage neckties.

This season’s

Funky Finds
I found an amazing collection
of needlepoint pieces on their
canvases. Although originally
intended for pillows and
seatcovers, their ultimate fate
was to become testa bags!

